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Abstract
Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor helps
children learn to read. It uses speech
recognition to listen to them read aloud,
and responds with spoken and
graphical feedback. The demonstration
lets attendees try out this interaction
themselves.
Besides the spoken
tutorial dialog, features shown include
an automated tutorial for new users,
interactive activities that combine
assisted reading with other types of
steps, and automated field studies to
evaluate the efficacy of alternative
tutorial interventions by embedding
experiments within the Reading Tutor.
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Introduction

Project LISTEN’s Reading Tutor listens to
children read aloud, and helps them learn to read
(Mostow & Aist, 1999; Mostow & Aist, 2001).
Compared to statistically matched classmates
who spent the same time in regular classroom
activities, children who used the Reading Tutor
improved significantly more in comprehension
in a 1998 study (Mostow et al, 2001b), and
significantly more in vocabulary in a 1999-2000
study (Mostow et al, 2001a; Aist et al, 2001).
At least that is our goal. In point of fact,
although guided oral reading has been shown to
have educational value when done by properly
trained human tutors (NRP, 2000), much human
tutoring is not effective (Snow, 1998). And

although listening to children read has obvious
face validity and some demonstrated success,
realizing its full potential requires much more
work. It is necessary, but not sufficient, to
compare how well the Reading Tutor helps
different children build different reading skills.
We need to identify which elements of its rich,
multimodal tutorial dialog actually help with
which skills, which children, and which words.
In service of this long-range goal, we have
embarked on a series of progressively more
automated experiments, starting in 1996 with
observational studies of students using the
Reading Tutor.
Along the way we have
encountered several bottleneck issues:
• Experimenting, not just analyzing dialog
• Defining and computing outcome variables
• Viewing data so common sense can apply
• Harvesting, transporting, and pooling data
• Creating and communicating data analyses
We have refined our approaches to these issues,
until we are now automatically collecting and
analyzing field data from daily Reading Tutor
use by hundreds of children at three schools.
One key idea is to embed experiments in the
Reading Tutor (Aist & Mostow, 2000). Each
experiment performs randomized trials to try
alternative tutorial actions in a given situation.
By aggregating over many trials by different
children using multiple Reading Tutors, we can
try to learn which actions work better, and
when. Because all the trials are embedded in the
same Reading Tutor, they control for Hawthorne
effects that affect comparisons of the Reading
Tutor to other treatments.

Automated field studies in 2000-2001 evaluated:
• Student ratings of thousands of stories read
• Transfer effects from oral to written spelling
• Alternative ways to preview new words
• Alternative ways to explain new vocabulary
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Demo Outline

The demo traces the path from Tutor to results:
1. New reader enrolls him or herself.
2. New reader gets automated interactive
tutorial about the Reading Tutor.
3. Reader picks and reads a story aloud with
the Reading Tutor’s help. Other activities
include being read to, writing, narrating, and
answering multiple-choice questions.
4. The Reading Tutor inserts preview and
review activities before and after stories.
Some of these activities implement
embedded
experiments.
One
such
experiment compares ways to explain new
words. Before a story it gives a definition
for one new word, a synonym for another, a
test on a third, and no help for a fourth.
After the story it tests all four words.
5. Data from these embedded experiments are
automatically logged and sent back every
night from 21 Reading Tutors in three
schools. Most data consists of log entries
for trials, but one experiment also sends
back recorded speech to transcribe by hand.
6. Data is parsed, aggregated, and analyzed in
SPSS, with updated results viewable the
next day via web browser.
The demo should include analyses based on
hundreds of trials as recent as the day before.
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